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DIFFUSION LIMIT OF A HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM WITH RELAXATION 

Shi Jin and Hailiang Liu 

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we introduce a diffusive scaling to a hyperbolic system 
with relaxation and prove that, under such a scaling, the solution converges to 
that of a nonlinear convection-diffusion equation. Using energy estimates, such a 
limit is justified with the initial data prescribed around a traveling wave solution 
of the relaxation system. 

1. Introduction 

Hyperbolic systems with relaxation arise in a wide variety of physical problems, rang- 
ing from linear and nonlinear waves [22], kinetic theory [3], to multiphase and phase 
transition modeling. In these problems, usually one cannot find the exact solution. 
The behavior of the solution can be understood in some asymptotic regimes. 

In recent years, much attention has been paid to the study of the zero relaxation 
limit. In this regime, a complicated system may asymptotically be replaced by a much 
simpler hyperbolic system, the behavior of the latter is either already well understood 
or easier to analyze. Rigorous justification of such a limit has been made by Liu [15], 
Chen et al. [5], Collet and Rascle [6], and Natalini [18] for 2 x 2 systems, where 
the zero relaxation limit is a scalar conservation law, using compensated compactness 
or bounded variation (BV) estimates. Such results were also obtained for multidi- 
mensional relaxation systems that converge to scalar equations by Katsoulakis and 
Tzavaras [9] and Natalini [19]. See [20] for a survey of recent results in this direc- 
tion. More recently such a program has been carried out for relaxations to hyperbolic 
systems by Serre [21]. 

In this article, we study a different asymptotic limit, which leads from a hyperbolic 
system with relaxation to a convection-diffusion equation. The proper scaling of this 
asymptotic regime, besides the usual assumption of a small relaxation time £, requires 
a long time and weak nonlinearity assumption. This kind of long time behavior is 
important physically. Among the famous examples are the transport equation in 
diffusive regimes [2,10] and the Boltzmann equation near incompressible Navier-Stokes 
regimes [4, 1, 12]. For hyperbolic systems with relaxation, various diffusion limits have 
been investigated [5, 7, 16, 17], but the asymptotic scaling studied in this article is 
new to our best knowledge. 

We begin with the hyperbolic system with relaxation constructed by Jin and Xin [8]: 

^ + a< = -i^-/(<>] (LI) 
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where e > 0 is the relaxation time. This system was introduced as a new way of 
regularizing the hyperbolic system 

ut + f(u)x=0. (1.2) 

In fact, for small e, using the Chapman-Enskog expansion, one may get the convection- 
diffusion equation, 

ut + f(u)x = e((a - f{u)2)ux)x 

which gives the viscosity solution to (1.2) if the following subcharacteristic condition 
holds: 

a>f{u)2. (1.3) 

It has been proved that the solution of (1.1) does converge to the entropy solution 
of (1.2) [5, 6, 18]. Thus, (1.1) provides a physically natural way to regularize (1.2), 
parallel to the regularization of the Euler equation by the Boltzmann equation [3]. 
It is also the basis for the construction of the relaxation scheme, a class of simple, 
efficient TVD schemes for a general system of conservation laws [8] that does not need 
a Riemann solver nor the local characteristic decomposition. 

Despite its simplicity, the system (1.1) possesses the key features of a more general 
hyperbolic system with relaxation. It thus serves as an ideal model problem to under- 
stand the more general ones. This is the reason we, among others, study this model. 
Our analysis clearly extends to more general systems and asymptotic limits of similar 
type. 

Similar to what was normally done for a kinetic equation [12], we rescale to the 
long time t *-> t/e and the weak nonlinearity f(u) »-> ef(u). Under such a scaling, 
(1.1) becomes (we still keep the same notation for all variables) 

euf + v* = 0, 
(14) 

ri? + atiS = -i[«B-e/(uB)]. ^ " ^ 

After introducing v = ev, (1.4) becomes 

m ti?+ «£ = (>, 

e2vl + au% = f(u£) - v£. 

The initial data associated with (E£) are 

(tte,ve)|*=o = K^o), X~*. ^ (u±,v±),        v± = f(u±). (1.5) 

Here, for convenience, v± is chosen to be the local equilibrium, so there is no initial 
layer. 

Asymptotically it is easy to see that, as e —► 0, (E£) reduces to the following 
problem 

(E )        < Ut~*~f(u}x :=a/^> 
\v = f(u) - aux. 

Our goal in this paper is to rigorously justify this asymptotic limit. Since the reduced 
equation (EQ) is a diffusion equation, we call such a limit the diffusion limit. 

Since the reduced equation {EQ) is parabolic, the key smoothness assumption which 
leads to the above approximation is naturally satisfied. Thus we do not need to impose 
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any additional restriction to ensure stability. This can be better understood by using 
the Chapman-Enskog expansion, which in the case of (E£) reads 

tf = f(ue) - au% + e2vl + 0(£4). (1.6) 

Applying (1.6) in the system {Ee), we obtain, up to an 0(e2) error, 
vl = f'(u)2ux - aifi^xx + f{u)uxx) + a2uxxx. 

After dropping all higher-order terms, we get the second-order correction to the lim- 
iting form (EQ): 

ut + f(u)x = [(a - e2f'2)ux]x + ae2[f(u)xx + f'(u)uxx]x - a2e2uxxxx. (1.7) 

The equation (1.7) always possesses positive viscosity for e < 1 if the subcharacteristic 
condition (1.3) is satisfied. 

In the present paper, we will investigate the diffusion limit of system (Ee), with 
the initial data prescribed around a traveling wave of (25e). We intend to show that 
the sequence {(u£,v£)} converges, as e —> 0, to the unique solution (u^v) of the 
problem (EQ). Our result shows that, for any solution of the original system (Ee), a 
small perturbation about a traveling wave (C/e, V£) will persist in the moving frame. 
Namely, the solution of (Ee) will converge to that of the reduced equation (EQ) about 
its own traveling wave, which is the limit of the [/-component of the traveling wave of 
the original system. 

In Section 2, we will show that there exist traveling wave solutions with shock 
profile for (Ee), i.e., 

(«", ««)(*, t) = (C/£, V~)(s - at) = (C/£, V)(z), 

(Us,V£)(z)-+(u±,v±)   as   z^±oo {') 

where (w_,u+) is an admissible shock of the corresponding conservation laws. That 
is, the constants u± and s (shock speed) satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 

H(u+) = 0,       H(u) = -s(u-u-) + f{u)-f(u-) (1.9) 

and the entropy condition [11] 

I  > 0   tor u- < u < tt+. 

We also show that, as e —> 0, the above traveling wave converges to the traveling wave 
(U0, V0) of the reduced equation (EQ) in the H1 norm, provided J(U£ - U0) = 0. 

In Section 3, we study the initial-value problem associated with the error (between 
(ue,ve) and (u0,v0)) equation, and we will derive some elementary a priori estimates 
for the solution which lead to the global wellposedness of the error equation. The 
energy method employed in this section is similar to that in [13] and [14] where the 
nonlinear stability of traveling waves to system (1.1) was obtained. The convergence 
to the local equilibrium is established in Section 4, and the main theorem is proved 
in Section 5. Furthermore, it will be shown that some higher-order energy estimates 
hold under additional assumptions on initial data which ensures the compactness. 

In the recent literature, the main mathematical tools in justifying the zero relax- 
ation limit are compensated compactness or BV estimates [20]. These techniques, in 
general, do not work for hyperbolic systems. Therefore, it is interesting to analyze 
the possibilities of the energy methods for such problems, although in the present 
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case the BV estimates still could be obtained under possibly weaker assumptions by 
monotonicity techniques. 

Notations. Hm denotes the Sobolev space on R of order m; its norm will be denoted 
by || • ||m. L2([0,T};Hk) is the space of functions g(t,x) such that ||<7(£, OIU is 'm 

Z,2([0, T]), and similarly for Co([0, T]; Hk) and #m([0, T\; Hk). Other norms that will 
be used occasionally are l^l^oo = esssup|p| and ||(#i,£2)||m = ||^i|U + ||fl2||m. Here 
and elsewhere, Hm and || • ||m refer to the spatial variables only unless otherwise 
indicated. 

The elementary estimates ab < Sa2 + -^b2 for any 5 > 0, the Schwarz inequality, the 
Sobolev inequality || • H^fc < C\\ • ||m for m > ^ +fc, will be used freely. Throughout the 
paper, integrals are taken over R unless otherwise indicated. C is the generic positive 
constant independent of e. 

2. Traveling waves 

To be self-contained, we first state the existence theorem of the traveling wave solution 
with shock profile for the system (E£). We then will show that it converges, as e —> 0, 
to the traveling wave solution of (EQ) in H1. Substituting 

(u,v)(x,t) = (U£,V£)(z),        z = x-st, 

into (jBe), we have 

-se2V£ + aU€
z = f(U£) - V£. (2.1) 

This also implies 

(a - e2s2)U£ = f(U£) - V£. (2.2) 

Integrating the first equation of (2.1) over (±oo, z), and using the boundary conditions, 
one has 

-sU£ + V£ = -su± + v± = -8U± + f{u±). (2.3) 

Combining (2.2) with (2.3) gives 

a-e2s2 

Without loss of generality, if we restrict ourselves to the case 

u+ < u-        and       U£
z < 0, (2.4) 

then the ordinary differential equation (I£) with boundary condition U£(±oo) = u± 
admits a unique smooth solution up to a shift provided that H(U) —> 0 at finite order 
as U -> u±. Moreover, if f'(u+) < s < /'(ti-), or H'(u±) ^ 0, then H(U£) - 
—\U£ — u±\ as Ue —>- u±. Hence, \(U£ — u±i V

£ — v±)(z)\ ~ exp(—c±\z\) as z —► ±00 
for some constants c± > 0, independent of e. If s = f'(u+), or H'(u+) = 0, then 
\(U6 - iz+, V£ - v+)(z)\ - z-1/^ asz^ +00, provided H(U£) - -\U£ - u+\1+k+ for 
k+ > 0. We note jfc+ = n ifH'(u+) = • • • = HW(u+) = 0 and ^r(n+1)(^+) ^ 0. Thus, 
we have the existence of traveling wave solutions. 
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Lemma 2.1. Assume H(U£) < 0 for Ue e (t^t*-), and \H(U£)\ - \U£ - u±\1+k± 
as Ue —> u± with k± > 0. Then there exists a traveling wave solution (U£, V£){x — st) 
to (E£) with (U£,V£)(±oo) = (u±yv±), unique up to a shift, and the speed satisfies 

e2s2 < a. 

Moreover, as z —> ±oo, 

\(U£ - u±) V
£ - v±)(z)\ - exp(-c±H),        if   /,(^+) < a < f'(u-); 

\(U£-u+,V£-v+)(z)\~z-^,        if   s = f'(u+). 

Remark 1. This existence also includes the case of e = 0; the corresponding wave 
profile is the solution of the reduced equation. 

We now prove that U£ converges to U0 in the H1 norm as e —► 0 in the case of 
fiu^.) < s < /'(it-), which will be used in a later section. 

Lemma 2.2. Let U£ and U0 be one component of the traveling waves for (E£) and 
(EQ), respectively, and f(U£ — U0)dx = 0. Then 

||t/£-t/0||i->0       as   e-*0. (2.5) 

Proof Define z = x — st. Using (£e), we find that U£ and 17° satisfy 

dU* _  HjU*) 
K£) dz      o-£2s2 

and 
du°  Hm 

(/o)    &■= _^_' 

respectively. Here the profiles U£ and C/0, connecting u+ to tz_, are both monotone. 
The condition f(U£ — Uo)dz = 0 implies that there exists at least one spatial point 
2*, say z* = 0, such that 

U£(z*) = U0(z*) = u e (t*+,ti-). 

Let z = (1 — e2s2/a)z and U£(z) = U£(z), then equation (I£) becomes 

dU£ _ H(U£) 
(2.6) 

dz a 

Since U£{z = 0) = Uo(z = 0) = ti, one gets 

U0(z) = U£(z) = U£(z- ^-z^ , (2.7) 

by the uniqueness of the solution to (2.6). Therefore, 

U£{z) - U0(z) = U£(z) -U£(z- ^z\ 

For some M > 0 to be determined later, we have 

\U£(z) - U0(z)\2dz < (—)  max\H(U£)\2 /     z2dz < Ce4M3. 
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On the other hand, 

/+=/       \Us(z)-U0(z)\2dz 
JM 

< 2 /       \U£ - u+\2 + \U0(z) - u+\2dz < Ce 
JM 

where we have used the fact that the traveling waves tend to u+ exponentially as 
z —► +00, uniformly in £, in the case of f'(u+) < s < f'(u-.). Hence, for any small 
positive constant 5, there exists a positive constant Mi such that /+ < | for M > Mi. 
In a similar fashion, we have 

/-M r 

|C/£(z)-C/0(z)|2^<| 

for M > M2. With MQ = max{Mi,M2} fixed, letting e be suitably small, we obtain 
Jo < I for M > MQ. Thus, 

j= f \U£ -U0\2dz < I- + lo +1+ < 5 

which yields the convergence in L2. The convergence in JZ"1 follows immediately by 
using the equations (Je) and (Jo). □ 

3.  Global existence and uniform estimates 

In this section, we shall establish the global existence for the solutions (u£, v£) of the 
Cauchy problem (E£) with the initial data 

u£(x, 0) = i4(x),        v£(x, 0) = v£
0(x), (3.1) 

for x E M. Let us consider the following assumptions: 

(Hi) / is a smooth convex function, say f(u) e C3(M). 

(H2) The functions (UQ,VQ) are uniformly bounded in L00{R)2. Moreover, the se- 
quence {U

£
Q-U

£
, v£-V£) converges in L2(R)2 to some (uo-^0, VQ-V

0
) E L2(R)2 

as £ —» 0 where (U£, V£) are traveling waves of (E£) discussed in Section 2. 

For the initial data, without loss of generality, we may assume 
/+00 

(u£
0-U£)(x)dx = 0. (3.2) 

-00 

For some traveling wave (C/e, V£), given in Section 2, we define 

(4>'(x, t), P(x, t)) = I* {if - U'Mdy, («« - Vs)(x), 
J—CO 

(<&, Po) = f («§ " Us)(y)dy, («$ - V')(x). 
J—oo 

Clearly (3.2) implies <pQ(±oQ,t) = 0. Our goal then is to show the existence theorem: 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose (Hi) holds, and f'(u+) < s < f'(u-). Let {U£, V£){x - st) 
be a traveling wave solution satisfying (3.2), and assume that UQ — U£ is integrable on 
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M and (/)Q G H3, eipQ € H2. In addition, assume there exist positive constants £Q < 1 
and Co independent of € such that 

0<€<eo<l,        f2 < a   for   u e (u+, u_), (3.3) 

II0OIIH3 + ||^||^2 < co. 

Then there exists a unique global solution (u6^6) to (Ee), with initial condition (1.5), 
such that 

(u£ - U£,v£ - V£) £ C0([0,oo);iJ2) nL2([0,oo); H2). 

Moreover, 

||(tt« -u>y -Vs)\\L*([o,ooy,H>) <C, 

\\(US - U*,e(v* - F£))||cO([0>oo);^) < C. 

To prove Theorem 3.1, we reset the problem (Ee) by applying 

(»e,«")(», t) = (UE,VS) + (<t>l(z,t),r(z,t)) (3.4) 

where z = x — st (sometimes we drop the index e in the proof for convenience) to get 

(&-s0») + ^ = O, 

e2(^t - si>z) + a^zz = f(Ue + fa) - f(U£) - V. (3.5) 

The first equation of (3.5) gives 

^ = -(<Pt - 84>z). (3.6) 

Applying (3.6) in the second equation of (3.5), a closed equation for 0 is obtained: 

L(4) = e2{(& - 84>,)t - s(4>t - s<l>z)z} - a4>tz + <pt- s<pz + f'(Ue)<pz = F     (3.7) 

where 

F = -{/(U* +1,) - f(U*)- f'(Us)4>z} = 0(1)^ (3.8) 

is a higher order term. The corresponding initial data for (3.7) are 

<F\t=0 = 4>eo(z) = £juso-U*)dx, 

#|t=0 = Stfz - P\tM> = Sdz<t>l{z) - ^ = #(*). 

We introduce the solution space of the problem (3.7), (3.9) as 

X(0, T) = {<F{z, t):4>e C0([0, T);H3) n ^([0, T); H2), 

(<t>z,<j>t)€L2([0,T);H2)},        0 < T < +00. 

Clearly, (3.6) implies 

</> € (70([0,r);^2)nL2([0,r);ff2). 

Thus, Theorem 3.1 can be obtained from the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let No(t) = supo<T<t {H^COHs + H^WIb}- Under the assump- 
tions in Theorem 3.1, the problem (3.7)-(3.9) admits a unique solution (jf e X(01 +oo) 
satisfying 

\\<Kt)\\H»(R) + \\eiKt)\\H»(R) + 

r rt -[i/2 

I IKVs 
vo 

<l>z)\\H*dT < CNo(0) (3.10) 

where C is a positive constant independent of e. 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. (3.7) can be written as a first-order symmetric hyperbolic 
system, so the existence of a solution to (3.7)-(3.9) on some time interval [0, T(e)] is 
well known. Furthermore, in order to show that T(e) > T for some T independent 
of £ and that (3.10) holds, it suffices to show that (3.10) holds for e sufficiently small 
under the assumptions that (/> exists on [0, T] and is smooth enough to justify the 
energy estimates used below. 

Next, we will give an a priori estimate for (3.7) with energy estimates. For simplicity 
in our energy analysis, we assume 

f"(u) >a>0       for   u <E (w+, u_). (3.11) 

Methods used later in this section are similar to those in [13, 14]. Multiplying (3.7) 
by 20 yields 

20 • £(</>) = 2F0. 

The left-hand side can be reduced to 

L.H.S. = [02 + 2e2(/>(0t - 8<l>z)]t - 2e2{(j)t - s<fe)2 + 2a02 - Xz(j>2 + {•••}*, 

A = /'([/<)-s, 

where { • • • }z denotes the terms which disappear after integration with respect to z 
over K. Multiplying (3.7) by 2(^t - s<j>z) gives 

2(& - s<fe) • L(0) = 2F(& - sfa). 

The left hand side is reduced to 

L.H.S. = [a<j>2
z + £2{4>t - s^)]t + 2{(j>t - s<t>z)

2 + 2f'(U)<f>z(<l>t - a*,) + {•■•},. 

Hence, the combination of the above equations in the form 

{0 + 2(& - s^)} • L{<t>) = F{<t> + 2(& - s(j>z)} 

yields 

{E^, fa - s(i>z) + Ez{<t>z)}t + E2{<t>z, <j)t - s0z) + EM) + {•••}* 

= F{4> + 2{<t>t-s<t>z)}    (3.12) 

where 

£!(</>, <j>t - s<t>z) = e2(<l>t - s4>z)
2 + £2<K& - s<l>z) + -4>2, 

E2{<t>z, <t>t - S(j>z) = (2 - £2)(& - s<fe)2 + 2f'(U£)<f>z(<t>t - s(t>z) + a^,        (3^3) 
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Since Xz = f"(U£)U£
z and U£

z < 0, f"(U£) > a, one gets 

W)>f|^2. 
It is easy to see that (3.3) ensures the positive definiteness of the energies Ei and 

£?2- Therefore, 

c{^ + e2(4>t - s<£2)
2} <E1< C{02 + e2(0t - s<f>z)

2}, 

E2 > c{<f>2
z + {4>t - s0z)

2}. 

In summary, we have: 

Lemma 3.1. //(3.3) holds, then 

\\m\x+e2m)\\2+ fm,<t>z){T)\\2dT+ f [ m^dzdr 
Jo Jo JR 

< C{\\Mi +e2\m2 + f f \F\m + mdzdr} (3.14) 
^o JR 

forte[0,T\. 

The next step is to obtain higher order energy estimates in a manner similar to the 
preceding arguments. Taking a spatial derivative dz over (3.7) and defining dz^ = $, 
one obtains 

dzL(<t>) = ie(^) + A,& = m) + A2$. 
Rearranging 

{& + 2(0t - 84>z)z} ■ dzL{(j>) = 2Fz{<t>z + 2(& - s02)2}, (3.15) 

by a similar argmnent as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, one gets 

{£2($t - s§zf + £2$($t - s$z) + i $2 + a$2}t + E + G + { • • • }z 

= F2{$ + 2($t-s$2)} (3.16) 

where 

E = {2- e
2)($t - s$zf + 2f'(U£)$z($t - S$2) + a*2, 

G = 2A2$($t-s$2) + ^$2. 

Under condition (3.3), one has 

E > c{$2 + (*t - S$2)
2}. 

After the integration with respect to t and z, (3.16) gives 

PK*)II? +e2||(*t - ^)||2 + T ||(*t - s^z^z)(r)fdT 
Jo 

C{||*0||? + £2||(^ - ^z)(0)||2 +JtJ \G\dzdr (3.17) 

I y |F,|(|*| + |(*«-s*,)|)dzdT} 
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where <I>o = 0o- Using the estimate in Lemma 3.1, 

/   [\G\dzdT<[   [ \UE
z\[\$($t-s$z)\ + <f>2]dzdT 

Jo JR JO JR 

<\   I    [  \$t-S$z,$\2dzdT + C [    [  \$\2dzdT 2 Jo JR JO JR 

<\   [    t \$t-S$Z)§\2dzdT 
* Jo JR 

+ C{||^||? + e2||^o||2 + f J \F\m + mdzdr)      (3.18) 

where we have used the boundedness of |AZ|. 
Substituting (3.18) into (3.17), and replacing $ by 9^^, we have 

Lemma 3.2. If (3.3) holds, then 

WdMl + e2\\dM2 + [ ||(M,M,)||2dT < c{Uo\?2+e2m?i 

+ f   f \F\m + mdzdT+ f   f \Fs\Qdz4>\ + [d^Ddzdr] (3.19) 
Jo JR JO JR J 

forte[0,T\. 

Finally, we consider the equality 

a2
2^ • ^L((f>) + 2d2

z(<f>t - s<f>z) ■ dim = d2
zF{d2

z<t>+2a»(& - s<t>z)}. 

After some manipulations, we get the following for # = d2^^ 

[e2{yt - s*zf + a*2 + £2#(*t - s*z) + \¥\t + (2 - e2)(*t -s^zf 

+ 2//(C/e)*2(*t - s*z) + a*2 + 4Az#(tft - s#z) 

+ |A2*
2
 + \zz^4>z + 2A„^(*t - s*z) + {•••}« 

= F„[* + 2(*t-s*,)]. (3.20) 

Integrating over [0, i] x M, using the fact that \z, Xzz are smooth bounded functions, 
and applying Young's inequality to AX^^t — s^z) and 2\zz4>2(

i&t — s^>z), we get 
the following estimate on VP = dz<p. 

Lemma 3.3. // (3.3) holds, then 

\\d2
zm\2i + e2\\d2

z4>r + I f* \\(d2i>, d'Mfdr - cj\\\d2M2 + ||^||2}dT 

<C7{||a20(O)||? + £2||^(O)||2+ /* / \Fzz\{\d2
z<t>\ + \d2MdzdT}.     (3.21) 

«/0   JR 
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Successively combining the estimates in Lemmas 3.1-3.3, we have 

\\m\l + e3\\m\\22+ f [\U!\<t>2dzdT+ f 'iKiM,)!!!*- 
Jo J Jo 

< c{\\m\\l + £2\M\22 + llJR {l^KI^I + I^D + I^KM + I^D 

+ |F„|(|^| + |^|)}(fcdT|. (3.22) 

By recalling the definition of F in (3.8), we have 

m = o(i)i*,i2, 
|FZ| = 0(1)(|^|2 + |^||^2|), 

Since sup2{|0|, |^|, |0^|} < CiVo(t), the integral on the right-hand side of (3.22) is 
dominated by 

CJVb(*)/*||(^WIl3dr. 
Jo 

Hence, 

iVo2(*) + (l-CiVo(*)) / ||(^^)||5dr+ /   / lE^l^cfedr <CJVg(0). 
Jo Jo JR 

Therefore, assuming iVo(T) < ^, we obtain the desired estimate 

Ni(t) + f ||(V,^)||ldr + f \\Jm\<t>tdT < CJVo
2(0) (3.23) 

Jo Jo 
for t G [0,T]. This estimate combined with local existence yields Proposition 3.1.    □ 

4. Convergence to the local equilibrium 

A necessary step to establish the limit is to study the convergence to the local equi- 
librium v = f(u) — aux. Additional a priori estimates for </>£ and the equilibrium will 
assure this. 

To this end, we multiply dt • L((f)) by 2<pt and 2(0t — s^z)t, respectively. Noting 
that dtL{(t>) — L((j)t) = £(^), similar arguments as in Lemma 3.1 yield the estimates 
for (/>*. 

Lemma 4.1.  There exists a positive constant C such that if (3.3) holds, then 

ll&(*)ll? + IM*(*)ll2+ r|IW>rI^T)(r)||2dT+ f* f\U!\4>2
Tdzdr 

Jo Jo J 

< C{|I<M0)||? + IM>t(0)||2 + f J |FT|(|^| + Wrfidzdr} (4.1) 

fort€[0,T]. 

By the definition of F in (3.8), 

|FT| = O(1)|^||0ZT|. 
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The integral on the right-hand side of (4.1) is bounded by 

C f    f \Mzr\(\dr(l>\ + \dr^\)dzdT 
JO   JR 

< CNo(t) [   [ {|^T|
2 + \<t>T\2 + \iPT\2}dzdT 

Jo JR 

< CN0(t){ J* ||(^T> dz<f>r)\\2dT +1' ||(^ ^)||2dr} (4.2) 

where we have used the Sobolev inequality and (3.6).   Assuming CNo(t) < | for 
0 < t < T, applying (4.2) to (4.1) yields 

M? + IM*I|2 + !   ft\\^r9dx<kr)\\2dT+  f   f  mfidzdT 6 Jo Jo JR 

< C{\\Mm2i + \\eM0)\\2} + IJ* ||(V, <Pz)\\2dT. (4.3) 

Next, we estimate the higher order of ^. We begin with the equality, 

tyrf + 2(04 - s(f>z)zt} • drtLty) = Fzt{(f>zt + 2(4H - s<i>z)zt}- 

Note that dztL((j)) = L((f)zt) + f'(U£)z(f)zt = L(^) + A^^ with ^ = (f)zt. By a similar 
argument, we have (compare with (3.17)) 

IhAlll + Mk - ^z)f +  f ||(^r - S&,0,$(T)||2dT 
JO 

< C\\\m\\\ + ¥$t - #z)(0)||2 + jf* f \G\dzdT 

+ JJ  \FZrm + $r - S^|)dzdr} 

where G = 2Xz'ij;{^t - sipz) + \K^2- That is, 

||^||? + \\e<l>u\?+ ( \\dZTi>,dZT<t>zfdT 
Jo 

< c{ \\m\\i + Mi>t - s&mf + f J WzdT 

+ J f \FZr\m + \i>r - *j>z\)dzdn-}. (4.4) 

Clearly, 

C [  f \G\dzdT< I f  f K'iPr-s^^fdzdT + C f  f \i>\2dzdT 
Jo JR & Jo JR JO JR 

<\f \\dZTiP,dZr<t>z\\2dT + CJ mr,dz<j>T)\\2dr        (4.5) 

where we have used the boundedness of A2. Considering 

l-Frtl = 0(l){|^*t| + \<l>zz<t>zt\ + |^«i|} 

= 0(1){|^| +|^|+ |^|}, 
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the last integral in (4.4) is dominated by 

CNo(t) [   [{$2+$2
z + (t/v - 8$x)

2}dz dr 
JO   JR 

<\j\\{d^T,d^T)tdT + \j\\^T,dz<t>T)\\2dT. (4.6) 

By substituting (4.5)-(4.6) into (4.4) with t/i replaced by 0tz, we have 

\\dz<t>t\?x + WedM? + l[ WWr, d2
z<t>r)\\2dT 

< C{||d^(0)||? + \\edzflHm2 + J* \\^r,dz4>r)\\2dr}. 

Using (4.3) and (3.23), the last integral in the above inequality is dominated by 

c{\\M0)\\l + \\ehm\2 + f*\\(il>,dz<l>)\\2<*r} 

<C{\\M0)\\i + \\eM0)\\2 + N2(0)}. 

Combining these estimates with (4.3) yields 

M2 + IM*lli + / ||«v,d*<MllidT + y J [WMdzdT 

< C{||^(0)||1 + \\em)\\X + JV0
2(0)} . (4.7) 

Using the identity 

we have 

Now (3.23) yields 

and 

UeftVII? > MM - 8dM\i - e2s2||v*||? 
>||£(^-sa^)||?-£2

s
2||^|||. 

e
2
S

2||^||i = s2||e^|||<C7S
2iVo

2(0), 

/* RVII? > f IKft^ - sdMUdr - s2 f m\2dT 
Jo Jo Jo 

Jo 

Applying a similar argument to the term ||^^(0)||f, (4.7) yields 

WMl + Mil* - ^z)ll? +1 jf* ||(Vr,a^r)||
2dr +1 /* ||^ - S^WJdT 

< c{||^(o)||l + MM - 3^)(o)||5 + iv0
2(o)}. 
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Adding this estimate to (3.23), we get 

^(t) + WMmi + We&t - ^)||? + /* WfadiMdr 
Jo 

Jo Jo 
< C{N*(0) + \\M0)\\22 + ||e(Vt - ^)(0)||?}• (4.8) 

Defining 

N(t) = Ng(t) + sup {||^(T)||I + ||£(VT - ^)(T)||
2
}, 

0<T<t 

m)= I 11(^5^)111^+ / \\dT{^dM\ldr 
Jo Jo 

./o 
we obtain, from (4.8), that there exists eo > 0 such that, when 0 < e < SQ, 

N(t) + M(t)<CDo 

where, by (3.5), 

Do = \mi+\\erm\22+mm\t 

+ \\\(P-f(U' + 4Z) + f(U>) + a4>'„){z,0)\\2v 

It is clear that if initially we assume 

ll^ll3 + e||^||2 + M(0)||2<co 

and 

iMr-W' + M + nu^ + attJizMinwZco, (4.9) 
then the above estimates lead to 

||(V>£ - f(Ue + 4>l) + f{Ue) + o^DWIU-^-i^)) < Ce, 

and 

\\r - f(U° + ft) + f{W) + aOtf^xKn-) < Ce2 . 

In conclusion, we have proved 

Theorem 4.1. Assume, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, that 

M(0)||2<Co, 

and 

\\\{r - f(us+4>V)+tm+a&jM)^ < co, 
then the global solution (j)6 for the Cauchy problem (3.7), (3.9) satisfies 

sup {\\m\i+\\em\\2+\\Mm2}+ fT 11^,^)111^+ /'r 11^,^)11?*-<c 
0<t<T Jo Jo 
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for any T > 0, and 

\\r - /(f/£ + #) + f{W) + aft,||Hl(RxB+) < Ce2, 

^up^ ||(V£ - /(C/£ + ^) + /(^) + a#*)(*)L(») ^ ^e- 

Consequently, we have the desired solution of problem (i£e), (1.5), through the 
relation (3.4). 

Theorem 4.2. Assume, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1, #&a£ 

||(«§-V*-«(u§-17')||2<o 
and 

-|K - /K) + <*0*uo||i ^ COi 

i/ien i/ie global solution (ue,vE) for the Cauchy problem (Es), (1.5) satisfies, for any 
T>0, 

sup  \\(ue-Ue,e(ve-Vs))\\l+ f   \\(us-Us,vs-Vs)\\22dT<C, 
0<t<T JO 

and 

|^-/K) + a<||H1(R><R+)<Ce2. 

5. Limit 

In this section, we study the limiting behavior, as e goes to zero, of the solution 
01 = $e to (3.7), and then prove our main convergence theorem. 

Proposition 5.1. Assume, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, that 
(*) There exists cfio such that $§ -""* 00 in H2 as e —> 0. 

Then there exists an (f> in C1([0,T] x E) for any T > 0 st/cft £fta£ 

$e-0    m   C0([0,T];iJz
2

o;
61)       /or any   5i > 0, (5.1) 

$f -^ 0t    lyeafc/y in   I/2([0,T] x R), (5.2) 

and 4> satisfies the reduced equation 

4>t - s4>z + f(U0 + 4>)z - f(U0)z - a4>zz = 0, (5.3) 

4>\t=o = 4>o. (5.4) 

Proof. First, the sequence (0J,^£)(i, z) satisfies the estimates 
ft    />+oo f   2 1 v 

/ /   \y£\di(r,4>£
z)\2(r,z)+^2\didT(r,<i>e

z)\
2(r,z)\dzdT<c    (5.5) 

and 

II^IIHHKXKH-) ^ C- 
Thus, {$e} = {<j)£z} is in a bounded set of C0([0,T];H2) D L2([0,T];H2) and {$?} is 
in a bounded set of L2([0,T]; H1). Hence, by the known compactness theorem, some 
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sequence (still denoted) $e converges in L2([0,T];^1
oc) to some 0 as e —»• 0.  Also 

4> e Loo([0,T];ff2) since sup0<t<T ||^e||2 < constant for all e. Now, 

<C||^-0||^T];HL)HI*e-CV];^)^0   as   £^0 

since the first term on the right-hand side —> 0 and the second is bounded. Further- 
more, 

H*" " ^CO([O,T];^) < 11^ " *\&im*U 'li$£ " ^cAnnU * 
so^^^in^QCT];^1). 

Next, the boundedness of {$£} in L2([0, T]; iJ1) c L2([0, T] x R) implies that some 
subsequence (still denoted) $£ -> some ^ weakly in L2([0,T] x R). In particular, 
for 77 E C^0, (10,77) <- (*?^) = -(^^0 -* -(farit), so w = fa in the sense of 
distributions. Once we show that 0 satisfies (5.3)-(5.4) classically, then uniqueness 
for that system implies that the above convergences hold without restriction to a 
sequence since all sequences have subsequences converging to the same limit, and 
hence (5.1)-(5.2) hold. 

On the other hand, since U£ - U0 -> 0 in ff^R) and / G C3, we get 

f(<f>e + U%-f(4> + Uo)z^0   in   L2 

and 

f(U£)z-f(U0)z-*0   in   L2. 

Combining the above convergence results with Theorem 4.1, we conclude that tp6 

strongly converges in H1 

r^W0 + 4>)-f(U0)-a4>z       in   H1. 
Taking e to zero in the equality 

we have that the limit function 4> satisfies 

4>t - s}z + f(U0 + 4>)z - f(U0)z - aizz -. 0 

weakly in L2([0, T] x R) as e -* 0. On the other hand, for any r] e CQ°, 

1(77, $? - **« + f(Ue + &)* - f(Ueh - a$L)| = Ifa, e2(rt - #z
£)z)| 

<e[\(Vt,6rz)\ + s\(r,,erzz)\]<Ce 

by (4.8). Since CQ
0
 is dense in L2, we have 

it - s4>z + f(U0 + 0), - /(C/0), - a4>zz = 0 

and assumption (*) implies <t>\t=o = 4>o. Finally, (5.1) implies that 0 E ^([OJTJJC
1
) 

and then (5.3) shows that 0 G ^([O^T] x R). This completes the proof of Proposi- 
tion 5.1. □ 

Now we turn to proving our main convergence theorem. 
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the functions (ue,ve) are solutions of the Cauchy prob- 
lem (E£) and (1.5) uniquely determined by Theorem 4.2, (U£,V£) are traveling wave 
solutions of(E£). If the initial data satisfy (H2) and 

u£
0 - U£ -> uo - U0    in   H2     as   e-* 0, 

vg-V* ->vo-V0       in   H2     as   e -+ 0 

and JR(UQ — uo)(x)dx = 0, then there exists a u G C1([0,r] x R) for any T > 0 such 
that 

u£ - U£ -+ u(x,t) - U0    in   C0([0,T]',H2
o-c

Sl)   for any   S1>09 

ve_Ve^v{x^_vo    in   C0([0,T];^2-51), 

and the limit function (u, v) satisfies the reduced equations 

ut + f{u)x = auxx, 

u\t=o = ixo (x) 

and 

v = f(u) - aux. 

Proof. The system (Ee) can be expressed in terms of the perturbation ((j)£z,ip£) = 
($e,'0£) and traveling waves (U£

yV
£) defined in Section 2 as follows: 

e2Wt - *l& + aft, = f(U£ + 4>e
z) - fW) - r- (5.6) 

Here, we have used (2.1). Setting 

iP = f(U0 + 4>)-f(U0)-a4>z (5.7) 

and applying the transformations 

(z,t) —> (x — st,t), 

4> -> u(x, t) - U0{x - st)    and   ip -> v(x, t) - V0(x - st) 

in (5.6), we get 

ut + f(u)x - auxx + a[/^ + sU? - /(f/0), = 0 

and 

v(x, t) = V0(z) + f(u) - f(U0) - auxx + o£^. 

Since (C/0,^0) satisfies 

aC^ + 5[/0 _ /([/o)2 = 0j        pK) = sC705 

we get 

ut + /Wx = auxx,        v = /(-u) - auxx. 

This ends the proof of Theorem 5.1. □ 
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